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NOTIFICATION

The following is the List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found

provisionally eligible to be called for Interview for selection to the post of PUBLIC RELATIONS

OFFICER (Category No. 17/2020) on Rs 27800-59400 in the GURUVAYOOR DEVASWOM on

the basis of the Written Test held on 17/01/2021. The inclusion of Register Numbers in this list shall

be subject to verification of original documents. The Register Numbers are arranged in their

numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way indicate their respective rank on the

basis of the Written Test. The original documents to prove the date of birth, qualification,

community, EWS status etc. in respect of candidates included in the Short List will be verified

before interview.The date ,time and venue  of the interview will be intimated in due course.

MAIN LIST

228 242 259 296

SUPPLEMENTARY LISTS

1.ECONOMICALLY WEAKER SECTIONS

201

2.EZHAVA

208

3.HINDU SCHEDULED CASTE

252



Note 1: Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to absolute scrutiny of

applications. Inclusion in the Short List does not confer any right on the candidate for inclusion in

the Ranked List.

2:The Short List is prepared based on the details furnished by the candidate in the application.

3:The candidates who have secured 85 marks and above are included in the Main List of this Short

List. The required marks have been lowered to the extent necessary in respect of the Supplementary

Lists.

4:The Candidates belonging to the Economically Weaker Sections of Hindu Unreserved

Communities(EWS) included in the Short List are required to produce a Certificate from Village Officer

concerned as per GO(P) No.79/2019/RD dated 18.11.2019, to prove that they belong to Economically

Weaker Sections of Hindu Unreserved Communities. It shall be produced along with other documents

mentioned in Para 8. Such candidates in the Main Lists who fail to produce the required certificate to

prove that they belong to Economically Weaker Sections of Hindu Unreserved Communities will not

be entitled to the benefit of EWS reservation and will be considered as Open Competition candidates.

5:Candidates belonging to Other Backward Classes included in the Short List who are required to produce

Non-Creamy Layer Certificate as per GO(P)81/09/SC/ST/DD dated 26.09.2009 shall produce the same

along with other documents mentioned in Para 8. Such candidates in the Main List who fail to produce

the required Non-Creamy Layer Certificate will not be entitled to the benefit of Community

reservation and will be considered as Open Competition candidates.

6: Scheduled caste and Scheduled Tribe candidates included in the Short List are required to produce 2

self-attested copies of Caste Certificate obtained from the Revenue Authorities, not below the rank of

Tahsildar issued to produce before Kerala Devaswom Recruitment Board. Such candidates in the List

who fail to produce the required community certificate will not be entitled to the benefit of

Community reservation and will be considered as Open Competition Candidates.

7:As regard to such candidates in the Supplementary Lists of Economically Weaker Sections, Other

Backward Classes, Scheduled Caste, and Scheduled Tribe, they  will not be permitted to attend the

Interview and their Register Numbers will be deleted from the Short List without further notice if

they fail to produce the EWS Certificate/ Non-Creamy Layer Certificate/Community Certificate.

8:Candidates included in the Short List are directed to upload the self-attested copies of their certificates to

prove name, date of birth, community, NCLC, EWS Status, Educational qualifications and other benefits, if

any, through their profile and also to submit the self-attested copies of the same for confirmation either in



person or by post to The Secretary, Kerala Devaswom Recruitment Board, Near Ayurveda College,

MG Road, Thiruvananthapuram 695001 on or before 12.04.2021

9: According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed. But answer scripts will

be rechecked after the publication of the Ranked List. Detailed instructions in this regard will be published

in the Ranked List Notification for the post. Applications for rechecking received from candidates whose

answer scripts have been invalidated will not be considered.
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